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Steffensen [ 1 ] proved the following result: Assume that two integrable 
functions f(t) and g(t) are defined on the interval (a, 6), that f(r) never 
increases, and that 0 < g(f) < 1 in (a, b). Then 
).6 f(t) dt < [*f(t) g(t) dr < [‘+” f(t) dt (1) 
-b-l -a -a 
(A = lb g(r) dt). 
-a 
Bellman [2] gives a new proof of Steffensen’s inequality (1) and the 
following generalization (see also [3, p. 41; 4, p. 111): 
Let f(t) be a nonnegative and monotone decreasing function in [a, b ] and 
fELp[a,b] and let g(t)>0 in [a,61 and .iS:g(t)4dt<1, wherep> 1 and 
(l/p) + (I/q) = 1. Then 
(1 .* f(t) g(t) dt )’ G i0+’ f(t)” df -a -II k = (J; g(t) di)‘). (2) 
Bellman’s result, however, is incorrect as has been noted by Godunova 
and Levin [5], where a generalization in a different sense is made (p < 1). 
An inequality for p > 1, similar to inequality (2), is given in [6]. 
In this paper, we shall show that the Bellman generalization of Steffensen’s 
inequality, with very simple modifications of conditions, is true. 
THEOREM 1. Let f: [0, 1 ] -+ R be a nonnegative and nonincreasing 
function and let g: [0, 1 ] - R be an integrable function such thar 
OS g(x),< 1 (VxE [O,l]). Ifp> 1, then 
(j; g(r) f(f) dt)’ S !I f(t)P dr (3) 
where 
A = (1; g(t) dt)‘. (4) 
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ProoJ Using the Jensen inequality for convex function Q(X) = 2 
(p > l), we have 
To complete the proof we must prove 
This inequality may be derived as follows: 
(f(QP dt - (1’ g(t) dt)‘-’ 1’ f(t)” g(r) dt 
-0 
=,(f(l)~(l - g(t) il,“,(s)ds)‘-‘1 dt 
>f(J)” !‘I (1 - g(t) (j; g(s) ds)‘-‘) dl 
0 
- (j: g(s) ds)lm’ !:I gtWt~)P df 
=f(l)” (A - (1.’ g(s) ds)‘- ’ [’ g(t) dt) 
- (jI: g(s)ds-~-I !~~ ,,,,I. dt 
= f@)” ( ([’ g(s) ds)’ - (j; g(s) ds) ‘- ’ 1; g(r) dt) 
\ -0 
- (Jo g(s) ds)“-’ jl: g(t)f(t)P df
= (1: g(s)df-’ (f@)‘j;; dW-j: gWfO)‘d~) 
= (j; dW~)p-‘![~ gtW(~)P -- ftOP) dt 
> 0. 
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Analogously, we can prove 
THEOREM 2. Let f: [0, 1] + R be a nonincreasing function and let 
g: [0, 1 ] + R be an integrable function such that 0 < g(x) < 1 (Vx E 10, 1 1). 
If p > 1, then 




g(t) dt < + f/(t) dt. 
0 
where A is given bJt (4). 
For p = I, we have Steffensen’s inequality. 
Remark. If the functions f and g are defined on [a, b], using the 
substitution .Y = (b - a) t + a, we can obtain the corresponding results. 
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